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Abstract

Engineering component-based software systems in a distributed fashion is challenging. Particular issues to address
include software process and work co-ordination, sharing and collaborative editing of component specifications, designs
and implementations, and appropriate sharing of reusable components. This paper describes our approach to tool
support for distributed component engineering. Several tools are integrated for each developer, and a decentralised,
multi-user work environment established. Key characteristics of this environment include flexible process management
and process-based tool co-ordination, collaborative editing support, distributed work co-ordination and 3rd party tool
integration agents, and distributed component storage and retrieval support. We illustrate some of these tools in use
during multi-user development, and discuss the architectural realisation of these tools and their integration.

1. Introduction

Component-based systems engineering shares many commonalities with traditional software systems engineering,
and uses many common modelling and implementation approaches and tools. However, it brings some new challenges
as well as preserving some common problems relating to managing distributed software development projects [36, 37,
19, 40]. These include the use of new, often highly dynamic and weakly defined software processes, the need to heavily
leverage existing software component designs and implementations in a consistent way, and while it often allows
developers to work more independently, at various times still requires developers to tightly collaborate and co-ordinate
their work.

We have been working for some time on developing flexible, open, internet-based software engineering
environments [14, 19]. Recently we have been developing tools to help support large-scale component-based systems
engineering, which themselves are complex component-based applications [13, 19, 20]. Assembling these tools into a
component engineering environment enables multiple, potentially widely distributed developers to incrementally build
and assemble complex applications using component technology. Such an environment needs to provide a range of
capabilities to component engineers. These include:
• Process modelling and enactment. Software process management is necessary to both guide developers and track

the work they have done by in a geographically and temporally distributed fashion. Even developers working
together locally can greatly benefit from such support to better plan, manage and co-ordinate their work [1, 5, 14].

• Collaborative editing. Developers need to exchange software development artifacts and collaboratively edit these
in various ways, ranging from fully synchronous to asynchronous editing [6, 13]. They also need support to version
artifacts and manage component-based systems configurations made up from multiplely versioned artifacts [13,
29].

• Distributed work co-ordination and tool integration. Developers need to co-ordinate their tool usage with their
personal software process i.e. have local tool integration and process co-ordination support. They also need the
assistance of “software agents” which help them effectively manage distributed work and tool co-ordination [1, 5,
12].

• Component management. Component-based systems leverage existing software artifacts (components) heavily. A
shared repository of such artifacts is necessary to facilitate distributed component-based systems development [20,
24, 30].

We describe the development of a component engineering environment made up of several tools: a component analysis,
design and implementation tool; a software process management tool; a software architecture modelling tool; a
component implementation and testing tool; and various 3rd party tools integrated by the use of component technology.
We focus on the internet-based support features of these tools, particularly the recent work we have done enhancing
their distributed usage and tool integration facilities. These include the integrated process support, collaborative editing,
distributed work co-ordination and component repository facilities. We briefly summarise our experiences to date in
developing and deploying these tools, presenting an improved model for a distributed tool integration architecture.



2. Related Work

A wide variety of work has been done in building Internet-based software engineering tools and environments.
Some of the earliest approaches focused on asynchronous work with version control and configuration management
facilities provided by tools like SCCS and RCS, across networked file systems. Tools like FIELD [31] and DEC FUSE
[23] extended this paradigm to support some aspects of synchronous or semi-synchronous work, with message-passing
used to support tool integration and user interface wrappers to achieve the appearance of a single environment. Such
approaches tended to work reasonably well, though rather restrictive limitations were imposed on the degree of
synchronous support offered, the extensibility of the environments and the degree of process co-ordination support
possible [15].

Another early approach was to develop synchronous editors for design-level or even code-level collaborative work
support. Examples included Mercury [25], ConversationBuilder [27], and COAST [35]. Many of these systems didn’t
originally work over internet-based communication mechanisms, although recent examples do [2]. Various toolkits to
support building such applications have been developed, including GroupKit [34] and Suite [6]. Unfortunately most
collaborative editing tools and toolkits lack adequate support for process management and work co-ordination, and
often focus heavily on synchronous work whereas most software development activity tends to be asychronous.

Process-centred environments aim to guide or enforce the use of a codified software process to control software
development. Examples include EPOS [5], SPADE [1], Serendipity-II [14] and Oz [2]. Many of these environments do
not integrate well with other tools for performing collaborative software development, however, though some have had
collaborative editing support [1, 3] and tool integration support [39] added.

Shared software artifact repositories have been important in supporting primarily asynchronous work. These are also
needed in order to support component-based software engineering where a large library of reusable components need to
be centralised for shared retrieval. Examples of such systems include document-centric ones like and BSCW [4], and
software component libraries like CodeFinder [24], and that of Pai and Bai [30]. One of the main problems we have
found with many of these existing approaches is their reliance on either too simple indexing strategies, or use of very
complex and restrictive formal program semantics [20, 24]. Integration of a component repository with other
development tools and a consistent, agreed mechanism to index and retrieve components are further challenges [20].

Various systems have taken an integrated approach to supporting distributed software development, where one tool
supports a wide range of collaborative work capabilities, or multiple tools are integrated to provide a sophisticated
environment. Those adopting the former approach include Argo/UML [32], Serendipity-II/JComposer [19], MOOSE
[10], and TeamWave [33]. Others providing an architecture into which other tools can be integrated using flexible
mechanisms include Oz [26, 39], CoCoaDoc [38], and the BA environment [9]. Many of these approaches result in
either monolithic, difficult to maintain and extend environments, or limit the kinds of tools that can be added into an
environment. CHIME [] takes an alternative approach to integration by providing developers with integrated browsing
and hyperlinking facilities to software aritifacts, but leaves artifacts under the control and locality of the tools that
modify them [7].

Various toolkits and meta-CASE tools have been developed to assist tool developers and integrators in developing
distributed software development environments. These include Xanth [26], COAST [35], CocoaDoc [38], MetaEDIT+
[28], MetaMOOSE [11], and JViews [19], as well as more general-purpose technologies such as CORBA [8]. Most of
these approaches focus on a limited domain of software development, such as COAST and CocoaDoc on document
editing. Others such as MetaMOOSE, Xanth and JViews provide general-purpose infrastructures, but may require tool
developer considerable effort to achieve a desired degree of tool integration. Limitations of their architectural
approaches may also restrict the ways tool developers can achieve collaborative work support, data persistency and
distribution, process co-ordination and tool integration.

3. Overview of Our Component Engineering Environment

We have developed a distributed component engineering environment by integrating several tools, both our own and
3rd party. Figure 1 illustrates this environment. The main tools comprising this environment are outlined below:
• Process management. Software process management is necessary to both guide developers and track the work they

have done by in a geographically and temporally distributed fashion. We use our Serendipity-II process
management environment to provide distributed process modelling and enactment support, along with user-
programmable and deployable task automation and tool integration agents [14].

• Software Architecture design. The architectures of complex component-based systems require careful design and
analysis. SoftArch provides software architecture modelling and analysis facilities, including reusable software
architecture templates and analysis agents [22].

• Component design. Software component designs must be captured, and suitable component implementations
realised. Our JComposer CASE tool provides component specification, design and basic code generation support
[19].

• Component implementation. Component implementation and low-level debugging must be supported, along with
higher-level component visualisation support. We allow developers to use their own preferred development tools,
such as JDK, Forte or JBuilder. Our component visualisation tool, JVisualise, can be used to view running



components, and we have added high-level dynamic architecture analysis tools to SoftArch to support dynamic
system visualisation [19, 22].

• Component storage and retrieval. A component repository allows multiple developers to share components in
JComposer, and also supports the sharing Serendipity-II software agent components [20].

• Other applications. We have integrated these tools with Argo/UML [32] via XML-based import/export
mechanisms [22], several desktop applications (including Word™ and Netscape™), and a file server (a simple
form of RCS) [14].

Figure 1. The basic architecture of our component engineering environment.

The basic approach we have taken to developing an integrated, distributed component management environment is
shown in Figure 2. This illustrates the architectures of our decentralised software engineering environments, built using
our JViews component-based framework [19]. JViews provides abstractions for building tools supporting multiple
views, component-based integration mechanisms, local persistency, and distributed event and data exchange. JViews-
implemented tools are integrated on a developer’s local machine using JViews infrastructure abstractions (basically
component event and data interchange mechanisms). All data used by these tools is stored locally, with other users’
tools also storing data they use locally. Any shared data replicated on all machines, producing a decentralised
architecture for the overall system [14, 19]. Such an architecture supports a robust software development environment,
tolerant of network and machine failure, provides improved security for private work data, and scales up well to large
multi-person projects.

Distributed software development is support across any internet communications medium (LAN or WAN) by event
and data exchange between users’ environments. This involves tools exchanging events via JViews event distribution
abstractions to reconcile updated data, notify of interesting events etc. Data can be exchanged with a version control and
configuration management mechanism used to manage alternate versions [13, 19]. Local and remote 3rd party tool
access is support by wrapping tools (e.g. desktop applications like Word™ and Netcape™, or servers like RCS and
http) with JViews components. Local and remote “software agents” provide both tool integration and task automation
support. These allow the behaviour and composition of an environment to be extended and configured by developers as
they require [14, 16, 19].



Figure 2. Basic architecture of our decentralised environments.

Our component engineering environment is supported by collaborative editing facilities plugged into our JViews-
based tools, decentralised work and process co-ordination tools built and deployed in Serendipity-II, a (currently
centralised) component repository, and a (currently centralised) distributed document (file) management tool. In the
following sections we illustrate the process management, collaborative editing, distributed work co-ordination and
distributed component management facilities provided by this environment. We briefly discuss the architectures and
implementation of these facilities, particularly focusing on recent work we have done in enhancing these. We conclude
with an overview of possible future research directions in this area.

4. Process Management

Figure 3. (a) Example of enacted process views and (b) Serendipity-II architecture.

Figure 3 shows an example of a simple component engineering process (top view) and one of the process stages
expanded (bottom view) in Serendipity-II. This is part of the Aspect-oriented Component Engineering (AOCE)
methodology we have been developing [20]. Serendipity-II provides multiple, visual views of software processes and



project plans which can be collaboratively edited. Process stages are enacted by each developer collaborating on a
project, with automation of enactment as stages are completed or by software agents monitoring work done in
development tools. Serendipity-II can monitor software artifact editing being carried out in tools are store these events
(or synthesised summaries of multiple events) against process stages, providing a work tracking mechanism.

We originally built Serendipity-II’s collaborative enactment, editing and distributed tool monitoring mechanisms
using custom socket-based protocols. Process model and enactment state information was stored by a custom
component persistency mechanism [14, 19]. This approach worked reasonably well, but suffered from performance,
scalability and difficultly in coding for developers.  Recently we have modified this mechanism to utilise a local object
store (PSE Pro™) to manage local environment data storage. This provides a much improved mechanism for tool
developers to use, and provides users much better performance and scalability, particularly when large process models
are in use. Exchange of editing events and enactment events is now achieved by using the Java Remote Method
Invocation API. This also is a much easier mechanism for tool developers to use, and provides a more efficient, scalable
and robust data communications mechanism. Keeping process model and enactment engine information cached locally
allows Serendipity-II to tolerate network or remote host failure, with developers still able to continue work. Serendipity-
II manages reconciliation of enactment events when network connection is re-established.

Co-ordination of local tools by the use of Serendipity-II is achieved using a component-based event monitoring
facility provided by JViews [14, 18]. Non-JViews implemented tools are wrapped by a JViews component which
provides control over the tool to the degree that can be achieved by the developer given the 3rd party tool’s provided
interface mechanisms.

5. Collaboratively Editing Views

Developers collaboratively edit views in various tools in our environment, ranging from Serendipity-II process
models, to SoftArch and JComposer architecture, analysis and design-level views, to JDK .java source code files. The
only support we provide for source code file editing is asynchronous editing of different versions of the source code,
checked out of a RCS-based distributed file management server [18]. This has proved adequate, as developers almost
always edit implementation code independently. This is particularly true for component-based systems, where use of a
component is ideally always via a well-defined interface specification, characterised at component design-time.

Higher-level views of software development, such as process models, architectures and designs, sometimes need to
be more tightly shared and collaboratively edited. Our JViews-based tools provide a flexible collaborative editing
mechanism that allows developers to share views and edit them synchronously or asynchronously [13, 19]. For
example, Figure 4 shows a JComposer component design view being semi-synchronously edited. Changes made by one
user, ‘john’, are displayed as they are made but not immediately applied to the view (as with synchronous editing). The
user whose view this is will at some stage select one or more changes and then ask JComposer to apply them to his/her
view incrementally. Inconsistencies, such as syntactic or semantic errors that occur, generate error messages that are
displayed in another dialogue. The user can also edit such views asynchronously, and have JComposer send them to
collaborating developers at some later stage, where they can be incorporated or further discussed/refined. Whole views
can also be exhanged, creating alternative versions for developers to edit and merge further changes with [13].

Figure 4. (a) Example of collaborative editing in JComposer and (b) its architecture.



We originally implemented our collaborative editing mechanism using custom socket-based event and data
exchange [19, 16]. Due to problems identified in the previous section, we recently replaced with this with an RMI-based
mechanism, to provide a more robust, faster and easier to program implementation. Figure 4 (b) illustrates the
architecture of the JViews components implementing this collaborative editing mechanism. Any JViews-based
environment can have these components plugged into it (dynamically), and will then support this flexible collaborative
editing mechanism over any internet-capable communications link.

Each JViews environment maintains event and data sender/receiver components. It also has a Java RMI registry,
with receivers registering themselves for remote object access. When sending events or view component data, the
sender component contacts the RMI registry on the collaborating user(s) host and locates the remote recveiver(s) to
send the events/data to. When receiving the events/data, the receiver component maps object IDs to local object IDs
(recall all shared data is replicated) using a JViews-provided object registry, and merges changes into the remote view
or presents to the other user(s). When other users edit a shared view, changes are sent to a user’s change receiver, which
presents or merges changes appropriately. Our collaborative editing mechanism is tolerant to network failure, with
events marked so they can be resent when a network connection is re-established. Users can continue to asynchronously
edit any shared view if a connection fails, then merge and/or review changes made by others, illustrating the advantage
of a decentralised architecture.

6. Distributing Task Automation Agents

Local tool co-ordination and local process-based task automation agents are programmed using JViews components.
These are driven by events produced by JViews-based tools (or wrapped 3rd party tools) and act on local tool data.
Distributed work co-ordination and tool integration is necessary when multiple developers need to be made aware of
work others are doing/have been doing, or when a remote server needs to be used to centralise data or processing. For
example, the Serendipity-II work co-ordination agent shown in Figure 5 (a) is an example of a task automation agent
implementing a simple notification mechanism. In this example, when editing events made by user “john” occur while
the process stage “4b. Determine Design ” is enacted, they are filtered to see if they apply to the component
"CIGItenary", and if so are stored so user “mark” can review them later.

Figure 5. (a) Work co-ordination using distributed task automation agents and (b) its architecture.

Such task automation agents are programmed using a visual agent programming language in Serendipity-II, and may
include components corresponding to remote tools or named software agent. Events need to be detected from these
remote components and sent to the local JViews environment. Some local components making up the task automation
agent specification may also need to send events/operation invocation messages to remote tools and/or agents. Security
must be maintained, ensuring task automation agents can not corrupt remote data or incorrectly invoke remote tool and
agent operations. Similarly, the decentralised nature of our overall environment is something we wish to preserve,
meaning agents must be built tolerant to the possibility of network failure occuring. Any remote data ideally should be
replicated locally where possible to ensure the agent can function during network failure and to minimise network
traffic.

Our original implementation of remote task automation and tool integration agents used our custom socket-based
protocol and component serialisation/deserialisation mechanism built into JViews [18, 19]. This proved to be difficult to
use and program, and suffered not so much from scalability and performance problems, as our originally developed
collaborative editing components did, but from a lack of open systems integration. We have recently prototyped some
new task automation agents using CORBA-based remote object communication. Our CORBA-based remote task



automation agents use a remote CORBA ORB (again, each users host runs an ORB) to locate and invoke remote agent
operations, and to request remote agents send them events. 3rd party tools and components which provide a CORBA-
compliant remote object interface can be integrated without JViews wrapper components. The naming and remote
operation invocation facilities of an ORB give improved performance and ease-of-development for our remote agents
than our previous implementation approach.

We do not use remote CORBA objects for data access, as these are problematic both in terms of performance (if a
large number of remote agents need access to this data) and when network connections/hosts fail. Instead we use
JViews’ data replication infrastructure support and local persistency mechanism to decentralise data access whenever
possible. CORBA-based operation invocation is used to support this replication, and is used as the communication
medium for event broadcasting when reconciling distributed data.

7. Distributed Component Storage and Retrieval

We have recently developed a component repository (currently using a centralised, rather than decentralised data
management mechanism). This allows distributed developers to share components, particularly commonly reused
infrastructure components for building applications. In order for developers to effectively share components, a common
language or ontology for characterising and describing components must be used. We have developed a development
methodology for component engineering that we call aspect-oriented component engineering [17]. This provides, in
addition to a process, design notation and implementation framework, a standardised way of characterising components.
Aspects capture horizontal perspectives of a component-based system, such as user interface, persistency, distribution,
collaborative work, security, component configuration etc. characteristics. They can also capture domain-specific
vertical perspectives, such as process modelling and enactment, data modelling, processing and storage, and so on.

Figure 6 (a) shows an example of a developer searching our repository for a component supporting event
broadcasting over the internet (from [20]). The developer formulates a query using aspect, aspect detail and aspect
detail properties of the component they are searching for. Retrieved components are displayed, and aspect-organised
information about these components can be browsed by the developer. In this example, the developer has reused a
socket-implementing collaborative editing component (actually part of the JViews infrastructure). A validation function
has been run and the component is indicating it currently lacks a required relationship to another component in order to
be able to function.

The architecture of this component repository is illustrated in Figure 7 (b). Currently the component repository
client uses a centralised component repository server, which access a relational database in which component
information is stored. Component descriptions in the database provide component implementation and design
documentation links (in our systems, components are JavaBeans, and thus have .class bytecode files implementing the
component, sometimes .java source code files are available, and sometimes Word™, UML or JComposer OOD models
documenting them are available). We are planning to extend this architecture to allow environments to have a local
RDBMS server storing component information. A component query will then traverse the local repository first, using
other users’ and other distributed repositories for further component searches. Developers can add components to a
repository, with JViews’ aspect extensions used to automate indexing of components [20].

Figure 6. (a) Distributed component retrieval and (b) its architecture.



8. Future Work
To date our component engineering tools and overall environment has proved useful for various small-to-medium

system development tasks [14, 19]. We are in the process of evaluating some of the recent architectural enhancements
we have made, in addition to new tools like SoftArch. This is likely to indicate new tools that may be needed, or
existing tools which can usefully be integrated into the environment, as well as existing tool enhancements. Some
current enhancements to the environment we are planning include distributed running system visualisation and testing
support in SoftArch [22], adaptable user interface component design and development [21], and improved support for
aspect-oriented component engineering [17].

Our recent work has indicated that we also need to further investigate the infrastructural support for building and
integrating internet-based software engineering tools. Various enhancements we have built have improved the ability of
tool developers to build and deploy software tools, but have made our JViews framework rather complex and unwieldy.
Developers must still be aware of local vs distributed components when developing tools, use different naming and
operation invocation services for RMI and CORBA-based distributed components, and are forced to adhere to various
application-specific constraints when using PSE Pro™ and RDBMS (via JDBC) persistency mechanisms for tools and
the component repository. In addition, as tools must inherit or aggregate most distributed support facilities from JViews
classes, this limits the ability for distributed support infrastructure to be dynamically modified, as it is “hard-coded” into
tools. We would like to make the various distributed work facilities described in this paper far more transparent to tool
developers as well as tool users, and allow it to me more flexible.

Figure 7 gives a high-level illustratation of our proposed improved infrastructure. Various software engineering
tools, such as Serendipity-II, JComposer, SoftArch and our component repository utilise facilities provided by an event-
based tool integration infrastructure (the E-bus). This infrastructure allows each tool to communicate with other tools
using events, including converting operation invocation requests and returns into events. This allows much more
freedom in integrating tools and accessing them across the internet, as well as modifying their behaviour and the tool
composition of an environment [19, 18]. Various facilities are provided transparently by this infrastructure, with each a
“horizontal tool” in its own right. This includes local persistency and distributed component replication mechanisms,
local and distributed software agents (components), document management facilities (including reusable component
management), collaborative editing and event broadcasting, and 3rd party tool and service integration support. This is in
contrast to tools making use of framework class capabilities as in JViews, which tends to limit their degree of
flexibility, extensibility and does not support evolving infrastructure facilities well.

As part of this work we plan to investigate the use of the new Jini distributed component support infrastructure for
Java. We plan to use our component aspect characterisation approach to characterise E-bus services for advertising and
access over a Jini-based infrastructure, using event exchange. Local and remote software agents, process engines and
editable views will appear the same to clients, with the E-bus and service tool components dynamically resolving local
and remote component access. A unified approach to document management, including indexing and hyper-linking
support, will enable us to build templates (in Serendipity-II and SoftArch), a component repository and documentation
for components (including aspect characterisation) in a uniform manner. Use of PSE Pro™ for the component
repository, as well as tool local persistency management, will be included as part of this work.

Figure 7. Future internet-based software engineering environment architecture.



9. Summary

We have developed an integrated environment for component engineering. This includes tools to support process
management and local tool integration and task automation, flexible collaborative editing, distributed work co-
ordination, and a distributed component repository. Some 3rd party tools have been integrated into this environment,
including a programming environment and distributed file repository. These tools can all be used over the internet to
support distributed software development of component-based systems. Most utilise a decentralised software
architecture, which is fault-tolerant and provides good performance over a range of internet communication
technologies. Further enhancements to this environment include the addition of distributed testing and monitoring tool
support, distributed user interface development tools, and further work codifying the processes, notations and
implementation technologies for our aspect-oriented component engineering methodology. Infrastructural
enhancements are aimed at  providing tool developers with a cleaner, more extensible architecture on which to build
and integrate tools and tool services.
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